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.- · Sweecy Day, Central's annual · . . it··
(, weekend _of pig chasing, ~le • - . :.·:~::
·?iiJ:<.,, climbing, and parties is JUSt ,
. one week away.
The new Miss Sweecy, Rayma .
· Bailie, will reign over the week· .
end's activities.
sweecy weekend will be the
first official appearance ol Miss ·
Balle, a Courson junior. The < .
. 5' 4" coed was chosen as Miss .. · ·
· Sweecy by a panel ot judges
consisting of students and
facutly.
The 20-year-old brownette, · ·
special education major, comes
· from Mesa, Washington.
· · Miss Baile received her crown ··
·· from Connie Harris, last year's ~- .·
· · Miss Sweecy.
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IBoard Passes Dance Policy
I
I

By CHRIS EDWARDSON
Staff Reporter
~
A new dance policy barring all,
~ dorms and clubs from sponsor· l ing rock 'n' roll dances in the
ballroom was adopted by the
, Student Union Board Monday.
j
The policy, presented by Bill
Hagedorn and passed by a 4-2
vote, was aimed atreducingloss
to SUB funds and damage to SUB
property caused by these dances.
Two of the objectives of this
policy are to decrease the
amount of damage done to SUB
property and to decrease the
number of rock 'n' roll dances.

l

Sweecy will have its own six-man staff beginning July
1st to replace the services rendered by the Burns Detective Agency. The new safety staff will include two safety
officers, two safety patrolmen .and a traffic officer under
Don Redlinger, director of safety.

Narcotics Trials Start Monday
A series of trials for students
and non.students arrested in the
March dope raids, will begin
Monday.
Kittitas County Superior Court
docket sets all 25 cases for
trial on May 22.
Providing there are no suc.
cessful defense requests to have
any of the trials postponed, cases
will proceed as docketed for as
many days, as necessary.
All defendants have been
charged with violation of the
Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, a
state statute. Nine individuals
are charged with drug sale and
the remainder with drug pos.
session.
All but one defendant will be
given jury trials. The sole exception will be heard by the
Superior Court Judge.
Each defendant will receive.
a separate trial. which will
necessitate the empanelment of
24 juries. Juries will deter.
mine only the· innocence or guilt

of ~efendants. Assignment ofany
sentences will be the duty of the
trial judge . .
Maximum penalty for violation of the Uniform Narcotic
Drug Act is a $10,000 fine and
five years in prison.
·

Canal Crawls
Ever wonder what evil villains
lie hidden in the swirling canal
surrounding our campus? You
needn't wonder longer; now just
worry, because here's the offi.
cial Ganges report' compliments
of Dr. Rudolf Vernie, nurse
Maxine Taylor, and the State
Health Departmont.
Contents include: 1. Leptospi.
rosis (from cattle); 2. Tularemia
(Rabbit Fever); 3. Tetanus; 4.
Streptococcus; 5. Typhoid Fever; 6. Bacillus Coli (fromfeca.l
material). Bacteria count should
not be more than 1: 100 ratio for
swimming, the Ganges is in a
ratio of 1: 12,000!

The damage to SUB property
refers to high maintenance costs
and damage that fast dances do
to the ballroom floor.
Problems of financial loss to
SUB funds due to rock ,n, roll
dances resulted in the presen·
tation of two separate proposals
to the Board.
Tim Wing, SGA social vicepresident, proposed a plan
charging sponsoring groups a
higher fee to cover the maintenance, thereby reducing SUB
losses.
Hagedorn's policy, in 'addition

to cutting SUB losses, also ex.
pects to increase the variety of
entertainment by forcing dorms
and clubs to seek other means
of raising funds.
Opposition to this Policy was
led by Wing and Board member
Dewain Lien.
Before the motion to accept
the policy was put to a vote,
Lien commented:

"Up until this time this Board
has been concerned with making
policy. But this is making a
value judgement, which is not
the duty of the Board," he said.

Barto Opens To Women
By JAN WELANDER
Sta.ft Reporter
Barto Hall will open to both
junior and seni·o r menand women
next fall. At the present time,
"A" wing, opposite Anderson
Hall, is reserved for the women.
Under discussion since Christ.
mas, the idea of a coeducational
dorm was approved by Wendell
Hill, direct_
o r of auxiliary services; Don Wise, dean of men;
Marybelle Rockey, dean of worn-·
en; .and Y. T. Witherspoon, dean
of students several weeks ago.
The purpose of the coeducational dorm is to provide a more
natural environment for the student. "By working together in
the house council and other dorm
activities, ea.ch will benefit,"
Dean Wise said.
"Entrance to Barto will be on
a first come first served basis.
We are planning on quite a few
transfers and it is best to sign
up right away," explained Dave
McMurray, Barto hea.dresident.
"U any women would like to
look at a room, come and see
me. We have afewemptyrooms
this quarter that they can look
at," McMurray continued.
Each i·oom houses .four girls
and bas adequate closet space

and mirrors. "I don't knowwhy
it wasn't a women's dorm in the
first place. The closets are
huge and so are the mirrors,"
McMurray said.
While no physical changes will
be made in the rooms, the lounge
area will be remodeled. A conversation pit, rugs, a new T.V.
room, and ping pong tables will
be added along with sliding doors
to close off discussion group
areas.
"The general attitude towards
having the women move in is
extreme optimism-themenare
very enthused. The opportunity
to work on something brand new
is educational . in itself," ex.
plained McMurray
Q

Committees have been organized and women who will be
moving in are invited to contact
McMurray 1f they wish to par.
ticipate.
"The women will mean a great
deal of difference in the dorm
activities. There is much energy
expended in frosh orientation.
This will be eliminated. We
hope to bring in specialists from
academic and non-academic
areas
to lead discussion
grou}?s," McMurray concluded.

•

DAVE McMURRAY
cc ••• see me now •• "
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Jan1es A. Pike
The "Walter Mitty of Religion", Bishop Jatnes A. Pike,
recently spoke to parents and students on the issues of
_situation ethics and the "New Morality". · Pike discussed
the fotll" principle ways ot looking at ethics using biblical
references and his own varied opinions.

Pike Proclaims 'Situation Ethics'
Bishop James A. Pike, whose
varied background prompted
Marc McBride to call him the
"Walter Mitty of religion",
spake to parents and students
recently on situation ethics and
the "New Morality."
Pike stated that he did not
like the title, "New Morality,"
because it is really not new.
"We are in an era of change,"
Pike said.
TYPES OF ETHICS
Pike discussed the four principle ways of looking at ethics;
antinomianism, consensus eth·
ics, code ethics and situation
ethics, the last of which is the
most often used by present society.
Antinomianisin is the "I do
what I do" view of ethics, Pike
stated. "In the field of sex it's
called the recreational view.
This is only a half-truth. It is
recreational and supposed to be
fun but there is more to be
said. The trouble with it is that.
an antinomianlst finds that there
are other antinomianists in the
world," Pike added.
Consensus ethics, Pike stated, concerns the opinion that

Your College
Bookstore

See The Large
·Selection Of
'Study Aids
.~~@ill\~~1~i\~\\\\~i\i\:J

what the group thinks is right.

"I think that what the peer
group does doesn't necessarily
mean it is right," he commented.
CODE ETHICS
"Code ethics are based on na·
tural law. The theory is that
there is a code of absolutes.
We don't know what it is •••
but it's always the same," Pike
said.
"Codes never covered much
of the subject matter. We're
faced constantly with ethical decisions and codes never helped
us much anyway," he added.
"Situation ethics concern Possibly making a decision for the
lesser of two evils rather than
that which would do the
most good,". Pike commented.
He added that what is right for
qne situation is not nec~ssarily

correct in another.
"Jf you apply the history of
ideas of institutes to moral law
you'll find there is none," Pike
said.
BIBLICAL REFERENa
Commenting on the use ofpsy.
chedelic drugs in religion in
the past Pike stated, "Go look
at the book of Revelations sometime with the outlook of a per.
son on acid. It will explain a
lot to you."
Referring back to natural law
Pike said, "The trouble is, if it
is specific enough to give answers then you know it can be
changed. Natural law is a holy
voice people use after they've
decided whatever they are for
or against."
"You can use the Bible for several things depending on what you
have in mind,,, he concluded.

Bledsoe Voices Views

Democrats "in too many instances played the role of spoilers" in the recent state legislative session according to the
local representative, Stewart
Bledsoe.
Bledsoe gave his assessment
of the session in a partisan
speech to the campus Young Republicans and a non-partisan address to a breakfast meeting of
the Ellensburg Kiwanis last
Tuesday, May 16.
Democrats were in the role of
minority party in theState House
for the first time, Bledsoe reported. However, instead of being "seriously constructive,"
Democrats were too often
"spoilers" refusing to work to
consensus ·on some vital issues,
Bledsoe charged.
In spite of political battling,
Bledsoe predicted that the session will be regarded as one
of the most forward looking ses.
sions ever. No session has ever
attempted so much, accomplish.
ed so much, and been so noisy
about things left undone.
State redistricting resulted in
a legislature oriented to long
neglected urban problems,'?/
Bledsoe noted. In addition, an
"energetic and ambitious" crop
of freshmen legislators "on both
sides of the aisle" made for
considerable legislative accom.
plishment, Bledsoe said.
This year's legislature made
key accomplishments in work-·
ing with urban problems, higher
education, and protection of our
environment.
Joint city and county taxing
districts were made possible to
cleJ.r up confusion caused by a
proliferation of overlapping special taxing districts, Bledsoe
said.
Legislators also arranged for
separation of community colleges and local school districts,,
passed air and water pollution

bills "with teeth," and instituted steps to control unlicensed
drivers and the "irresponsible
segment" of teenage driverso
The most significant failure
was that of an administration.
sponsored tax reform bill. "The
tax structure in this state is a
hodgepodge. Tax reform has to
come," Bledsoe said.
"In retrospect, we may have
been premature-ahead of the
people- but we weren't ahead
of the problem," Bledsoe concluded.

STU BLEDSOE
' ••• spoilers •. "

Dean Warns Water-Fighters

Final Exams Will

Be
Here
Soon
Open. 7:30-8 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. ·
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday

In a recent statement to RHS
Dean Wise stated college palicy
concerning water-fighting. "The
Ganges and Wilson Creek areas
are definitely off -limits, whether
for throwing people into them
or using water from them to
throw at people.''
"The basis for makfr.; these
two places off-limits stems from
reparts from the State Health
Department and Dr. Vernie stat.
ing that both are highly contami·
nated and the use of water from
them is highly dangerous," Dean
Wise added.

Ted
RHS~

Pearson, chairma.I1 of
said that RHS has passed

a resolution in support of the
policy as stated by Dean Wise.
"Since it is college policy, ac.tion will be taken as on other
violations of any college Policy.
This means strict disciplinary
measures will be taken," Pearson said.
"There is a possibility of organized water fights on the fields
by Nicholson Pavilion," Pearson
stated. "This was suggested by
Dennis Hamilton and agreed to
by Dean Wise in order to eliminate the danger of the use
of Polluted water and also the
danger of blood poisoning from
cuts acquired during the fights,''
Pearson concluded.

CAMPUS _CRIER, ·Friday, May 19, 1967

Conference Considers
The Education Process

DENNIS HAMILTON
" •••• conferenc~ successful•• "

SGA President, Dennis Hamil.
ton, termed the Student and Curriculum Conference of May 10.
11 "one of the best conferencesn
he has attended so far this year.
The purpose of the confe,renceP
held on the University of Oregon
campus at Eugene, was to ex.
plore many different ways that
students are attempting to be.
come involved in the education
process, Hamilton statedo
The students and faculty pre.
sent represented various cam.
puses throughout the United
States. Many notable speakers
discussed the student and his
curriculum. Dr. John Shedy,
dean of undergraduates at San
Francisco State was particularly
good, Hamilton said. He spoke
on the radical reformation of
curriculum.
Other speakers included Dr.
Sum~erskill, President of San
Francisco State; Dr. Charles
Harwood, dean of Fairhaven, the
new sat_ellite collegeatWestern;
and Gerry Greenberg, student
at Stanford.

Page 3

Wint,r Budget Totaled

Hamilton put forth Central's
consideration of a campus gov.
ernment, consisting of a student
house and a faculty senate. "Stu.
dent government representa.
tives that I talked to thought it
was a good idea and are inter.
ested in Central's progress,"
Hamilton stated.

Summing up the general tone
of the convention, ''Students and
faculty realize that students want
to and should be involved in the
education process, as well as
in the selection of curriculum
and decisions of the campus,"
Hamilton noted. "Noagreement
was made as to method," he
added. "It was a successful con.
vention and I learned a great
deal, especially in realizing that
a lot can be done at Central to
involve more students," he con.
cluded.
Others representing CWSC
were Jimi Hile from honor coun.
cil, Tom Morris from the legislature, and Beth Habib who acted
as chaperon.

"These figures are accurate only to the extent of our
records," Lee said. "Some accounts, notably MIA, have
not made full use of the accounting procedures we have
tried to establish and are thus not to be construed as
being complete."
Bob Lee ~A Treasurer
BUDGET DEPARTMENT

Amount Spent

S .G .A. General

A.W$.
Co-Recreation
Crier
Departmental Activities
lnscape
M.I.A.
N.W$.A.
Parents Weekend
Programming
Entertainment
Creative Arts
Speakers (Programming)
Movies , (Regular)
Movies Foreign
Program General
Rally Squad
Retreats

Balance

$~,117.70

,$10_,U48.35
289 .69
733.74
132.25
1, 775.M
4, 704.86
534 .31
555.33 ,
2g744.67
916.86
131.25
375.03
2,657.97
44.50
205.50
231.45
51.43

3,428.82
154.88
577 .04
1,520.15
339.40
1,187 .01
1,144.01
147 .83

504.57
242.51
3,122.96
2,845.04
549.66
2,542.77

None

over drawn 84 .49
Sweecy Day
Womens Athletics

26.25

400.00
3,307 .94

- ----- ··--------·--------~~~--~
-- ~~
---~
- --~
----~
- ~~~~~~~

Campus Crier
Editor Opens
Staff Positions
"CrierH editorships are now
available, according to Steve
Miller, editor-in-chief.
Positions open are the manag.
ing editorship, news editorship 11
campus news editorship, copy
desk editorship, sports editorship, and assistant sports ed.
itorship .
" An editorship demands a ded.
icated, sincere effort. The hours
are long but satisfaction is
great,'' Miller said.
An editor is expected to work
between 10 and 30 hours a week.
Responsibilities include layout
a nd writing. Salaries range f rorn
$ 16.50 to $27.50 a week. Inter.
ested persons shouldapplyatthe
"Crier" officeo
"It is an excellent experience
to apply journalistic · fundamentals on a practical level," con.
cluded Miller.

And tomorrow Mrs. Foster will use a hammer
to create an earthquake
Long distance rates
have never been lower.
Telephone convenience
never greater. Use
your telephone freely.
It serves you well.

'
}

f'

~

/

ELLENSBURG
TELEPHONECO.

Mrs. Foster is going to use that balloon to
illustrate the principles of heat energy. Tomorrow
she'll whack a piece of wood to force home a
geology lesson.

recognize that youth is the greatest natural
resource America ha~. The more they
learn now, the better equipped they will be
to contribute to our country in the future.

These are two of the many experiments outlined
in the teaching kits that Standard Oil provides
free to schools in the West. Each semester
thousands of teachers use them to create an
exciting and effective atmosphere for learning.

Teaching kits, films, charts, maps, scholarships
and fellowships are some of the-ways our
Company makes known its continuing interest ~
in today's young men and women.

Why our interest in education? We're specialists
when-it comes to natural resources and we

Standard Oil is trying to help young people

=~:~;=~~~~e1~:;~i~~h~~selves ...

Standard Oil Company of California
and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies

,,,.,
The Chevron Sign of excellence

Dorms Honor
Gentlemen
At Dedication

Dance Policy Bad
The union board has passed a revised dance policy that will
bar living groups from sponsoring Rock 'n' Roll dances in the
union ballroom.
Under the proposal, SGA or dorms would have first priority
in scheduling the ballroom. But dorms would have to stage
money-making activities other than R 'n' R dances.
Because SGA (notably social vice president Tim Wing) has
been unwilling to take over this phase of program ming a union
board subcommittee would handle the planning.
Rationale for the policy is that dorm sponsored R 'n' R dances
have consistently lacked required personnel, and caused wear
and damage to the union that dorms haven't paid for. It is also
argued that the union committee could program higher quality
bands.
Social VP Wing opposes the plan ~cause it closes a good
source of revenue to dorms - and because, through centraliza.
tion, it .would exclude a great number of students from actively
participating in the programming area of their government.
We believe that Wing's later argument is most telling. SGA
and the union board should always strive to involve as many
students as possible in the operation of student government
and the student union.
The educational value of programming, advertising, and staging
Rock 'n' Roll dances ls also considerable for the dorm workers
involved.
Wing's alternative to the revised policy is a policy whereby
dorms would have to hire eight union-picked dance personnel
and pay a maintainence and damage fee - in advance. We sup.
port this alternative.
Furthermore, we suggest that dorm dance programmers be
required to consult with the SGA social vice-president ln planning
their events. The experience of the social VP should do much
to smooth over minor difficulties and to improve the general
quality of bands hired.

Evils of Coed Dorms
Central's latest experiment In communal living calls for the
housing of both men and women in opposite wings of the same
dorm.
The men of Barto Hall, the target dorm, are said to be "very
enthused". No doubt.
Yet, as much as we love the ladies, we fear the project will
be perfumed disaster.
It's not hard to imagine why the idea of coed living ls at first
so enthusing to our lecherous college males. But stop and think,
guys.
Think of the rigid enforcement of dorm rules necessary to
protect administrative necks stuck out for this experiment.
Think what a dampning effect the female presence will have on
your bachelor existence. On the freedoms of dress, action, and
friendly obscenity.
Think of dorm meetings where the male cause dies pathetically
for want of an edgewise word. Think of the pansies along the
walk. Think of the ranks from luckier college men.
Yes, we fear coed dorms may be a terrible mistake. We
wonder how enthusia~i:ic the men of Barto Hall wlll be on the
morning they awaken to find that their lounge has been painted
a delightful pink.

-From Other Colleges------

1ntegration Trend Seen
----Associated Collegiate Press, MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - It wasn't so long ago that ad~inistra;.
tors and students of southern white colleges fought tooth and
nail to deep out NegrOfJs, notes the Minnesota Daily. But while
most southern colleges and universities are still reluctant about
admitting Negroes, a new trend toward integration is emerging.
The university paper continued:
All over the South, according to the New York Times, "Negro
valedictorians, salutatorians, and finalists in such nationally·
Imown scholars~ip competitions as the National Merit and National Achievement awards are being offered scholarships worth
up to $15 ,000 over four years to go to predominantly white
colleges."
Partially responsible for this trend is the Rockefeller Founda·
Uon, which three years ago donated $250,000 each to four ~uthern
universities for the specific purpose of aiding "economically
deprived" students ~ and especially Negroes. These awards
were recently renewed for another four years.
This ls all very good, of course, but stm ls not enough. The
fact is, as one Negro educator points out, that "if you're Negro
you still have to be better than the best to be admitted to the
white schools.

Courson Hall and Muzzall Hall
will have a joint dedication this
Sunday at 2 p.m., according to
Marmee
Anderson, Courson
president. TI1e dedication of
Central's two largest dorms will
be held on the lawn between them.
Courson Hall, which houses
250 women, was named in hon·
or of Kenneth Courson11 business
manager emeritus of CWSC.
Courson and his wife are ex·
pected to be present at the ded.
ication.
Muzzall, Courson's "brother
dorm'' was named in honor of
the late Dr. Ernest L. Muz.
zall, professor of education, who
began his service at Central in
1938. ·Mrs. Muzzall will attend
the dedication, Miss Anderson
said.
The program will begin with
a welcoming address by Dr.
James Brooks, president of Central,

commnnication on this campus
what ls happening or not happen.
regard the general topic of stu.
ing ln their schools and for their
dent responsibility as of utmost
own
educations.
For
instance,
in
To the editor:
several schools the students importance to the college as a
Concerning the note to "Dear
have joined with the faculty not whole and reflect this in evR
Family and Child Patrons"
only to defend the rights of each ery issue of the paper.
which appears in the May-June
It is also imperative that stuagainst the traditions and
other
Liberty Theatre guide: "Please
dent organizations such as SGA,
rules
that
have
before
controll·
excuse the conspicous lack of
ed the behavior of both bodies, SAM, RHS, and AND, consider
suitable family and child enter·
motivating students to become
but also to begin working to·
tainment on this show calen.
ward the common goal of edu- responsible for themselves,
dar. We will make up for this
their college, and the world as
cation and being educated to live
during the next 3 months with
their most imP<>rtant function.
in the twentieth century. In oththe finest line-up of family en·
Claudia Kinsey
er
schools
student
inititated
tertainment
we
have ever
Off-Campus
courses have become a reality
had •. .''
and
the
"experimental
colleges"
Are we, college students, to
have become an effective and reinfer from this note that the
warding part of higher educa·
movie presented, since not fit
tion.
To the Editor:
for family viewing, are thus preI see Central on the edge of
I have always been under the
sented mainly for the college stubecoming the type of college that
impression that this nation atdents with themes they presum·
educates persons to live ln the
tempts to operate in accordance
ably prefer- sex, violence, sarworld. The SGA has proposed a
with moral standards. But inso
casm and insincerity? As it also
campus government-bicameral
doing it is possible that we have
implies, with the end of the form·
legislature as a me ans to join
become so specifically conal school term, "family" movies
the faculty with the students so
scious of applying moral standcan again be offered.
that they can make joint deards which we discover, that
Since when has the college stu·
cisions on matters which con·
we have in fact forgotten that
dent developed an aversion to
cern
bo~h bodies, i.e., curricu.
it is in itself a moral judge.
wholesome movies such as the
ment to expect and to force
term "family entertainment" lum, cultural activities, and
long.range plans.
with moral standards. I believe
implies? Need we always be sub·
The administration ancl inter.
that there are two inter-related
jected to ''An uninhibited exposi·
ested
students are working on a
problems which illustrate our
tion of the onrush of physical
means of initiating experimenmoral vanity. The first, being
desire'' (advertisement for the
tal-college
type classes, each of
our apparent insensitivity to the
movie "Dear JohnH)?
which would be decided upon and
"necessity of war," and the
We are sure that many of the
initiated by a number of stud·
second, the problem of the draft.
students here at CWSC would
ents who see the need for ~
Have we culturally arrived at
welcome a change, the chance
course which is not offered in
the point where we see war as
to see such movies as are to be
the regular curriculum. The inan inevitable and necessary ac.
offered this summer.
structor( s), course outline, and
tivity and are thereby attempt.
Connie Rognaldson
so forth, would be decided upon
ing to make it as painless as
Margaret McCormick
by the students in the class.
possible for all who must be
Courson Hall
Consideration of these two pro·
involved, all the while forget.
posals is a first step in making
ting the prostitution of humanCentral the type of college we
ity involved in war itself? Will
To the editor:
all want it to be. It seems _to
we accept the inevitable com.
It seems to me that ln the
me that it is now up to the stu·
puter war because of the ad.
colleges and universities around
dents to take the initiative. It
vantages of cleanliness and orthe country, students are begin·
is imperative that the staff of
(Continued on Page 51
ning to take responsibility for
the "Crier", the main means of
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State Legislature Evaluated
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~By
When one views the activities of the Washington
State Legislature in its
40th Session (concluded on
April 30th), it is easy
to be overwhelmed by the
great amount and variety
of legislation that was con.
sidered and acted upon.
However, it would be
wise for the citizens of
this state to examine their
legislature, not by what
was
passed in the way of
BRUCE
new laws, but by how those ·
COLWELL
new laws were passed, and
what laws failed to pass.
There are a number of shortcomings, which
I see, that ·must be corrected before the
people~s branch of the state government is
functioning at peak efficiency.
LONGER SESSIONS NEEDED
First of all, the . people's voice must be
heard in Olympia more than two months
out of every twenty.four. It is not ·healthy
for the people to be mute in regard to the
recurrent and the unique problems which con:.
front them at the state ievel while their will
is decided for them by commissions and agencies, entirely removed from the electoral
process.
The Legislature itself failed in thepastses.
sion to enlarge its own voice, when it turned
down a proposed constitutional amendment
which would have required the Legislature to
meet in annual sessions.
The second area in which the legislature
erred by not taking action is related to the
first area. One reason the legislature hesi.
tated in advocating annual sessions is that
the electorate itself does not want its own
representatives in Olympia any longer than
is constitutionally required.
VOTER VIEWS CRITICALLY
The average voter looks at the legislature as
150 people who gather in Olympia to have
parties, renew old acquaintances, provide
legislation for their own special interests,
and get paid besides. This is theunfortunate,
although not uncommon, attitude of many

Bruce

DROP-IN

Colwell~

people in the state, and is given credence,
when the legislature does nothing substan.
tive to correct its image when offered the
opportunity to do soo
The legislature did itself .a dis~service
when it did not put teeth in the conflict of
interest.ethical practices bill, which was
adopted. If the House of Representatives
and Senate had provided sanctions against
the representatives who chose not to honor
their public trust the harsh view of the
legislature held by many would have been
softened considerably.
CONTROVERSIAL BILLS UNUSUAL
It is not often that issues, such as the
ones described here, are brought before
the legislature in the form of actual bills.
In order for these matters to receive a
hearing from our representatives, it is neces.
sary for i:he individual citizen to inform
them that he realizes the importance of such
things a$ conflicts of interest, secret votes in
committees, and annual sessions of the legis.
. lature.
It is only when the electorate is interested
in obtaining a more effective voice in the
public business, that our needs will be re.
sponded to by our represe11tatives.
CITIZENS' ROLE DESCRIBED
Whether citizens realize· it or not, they
have power. Because they choose not to
exercise that poweri the power does not
cease to exist. The power will always be
there. It is up to citizens to ·exercise it.
The power will always be used, whether
by the citizen or by someone else.
I

On Colwell
Bruce Colwell is a junior majoring in
history and minoring in econom~cs.
Colwell spent winter quarter in Olympia as a clerk for the Senate Committee
on Highways. In addition, Colwell assisted
his sponsor, Senator Nat Washington (D)
of Ephrata by aiding in several special
research projects.
·

· by Dick Trapp

Sand, Suds, Sex ·
It's Spring! It's SprlngJ (The wind bas been blowing, hasn't
it?)

This ls the time of the year when we all bag out on the three
R's and begin on the three S's; sand, suds, and sex. The time
of the year when a big majority of the "students" ln this
suitcase college crawl out of the wood work and do all sorts of
intellectual and "really neat" things. Things like throwing
people in that moving cesspool known as the Ganges, and vlr·
tually attacking favorite members of the oppaslte sex in broad
(little pun there) daylight.
The men also engage in water wars with practically anyone.
These magnificent feats ol daring usually end with damage,
sometimes irreparable, to persons or property, and frequently
to both.
All through the year, petltions float around asking for, and
sometimes demanding, more and better student voice in stu·
dent affairs. Crlticisms of faculty are printed. Groups are form·
ed protesting this and advocating that.
And yet some of the loudest and most active advocates for
more student resPonsibllity can be seen tramping down the sidewalk carrying a bucket full at water to dump through some·
one's open window.
It would appear that many of our would·be leaders like to
talk about student involvement and awareness and apathy, but in
actuality, would rather be leaders of a modern take.off on the age
old college past-time, the panty raid.
A.pparently, some Of these hopeful revolutionaries have for·
gotten the fact that for one to be taken seriously, he must not
only extoll a change in the status quo, but must also conduct
himself in such a way a~ to convince those he is trying to
change that he can actually handle the responsibillty which he
or. his group seeks.
Looking at the situtation from the administration's Point
of view, something I very rarely do, I am forced to agree that
in some instances Central's students .are children who are here
for fun and games and must therefore be treated as such.
Obviously, the solution to this problem (if it is indeed a problem) rests with the students themselves, and it appears to me
that there are at least two alternative routes we can follow.
We can either forget about acting like Hebeler students and
show that we deserve a voice in our own affairs, or we can
give up trying to get a foot in the Policy making door.
One thing, however, is quite clear. We must do one or· the
other, since the two courses of action are not, nor will they
ever be compatible.

~1n~ght~n~al

~.~
(Continued from Page 4)
derliness and no longer ques.
tion the necessity of war itself?
Ultimately, it becomes "im.
moral" in. this society to re.
fuse military service, even
granting the possibility of alternate programs. Objectors
receive much more punishment
than mere social disapproval,
But the controversy raised by
the activities of objectors has
brought to the attention of moral
legislators the possibility ofcov.
ering up the basic moral ques.
tion of war itself through much
scuffling and legislative effort
to make it possible for a person
to choose his war.
Other scuffllngs are bent upon
making wars nice, clean, or Um.
ited. Combining these efforts
we find much afoot about at.
tempting to make possible. the
choice between fighting a nice
war or alternatively, choosing a
nice supplement to war; indi. .
eating that the needle in the
haystack of legislation is the
question of the necessity of war.
The commission to review the
draft is another indication of
our moral stumbling. It is yet
another example of the same
methodology of remaking an al.
ready immoral activity so that
the immorality may be covered
up under much activity of fair.
ness and concern. Our moral
stumbling cannot but encourage
some to fall to the temptation

Health Class Ridiculous

of Canada. Such moral blindN
~~~ca~ed~~~~--------------------in our eyes when we applaud
our procedural efforts that only
bury moral questions that began
the questions. We have had so
much fun in acclaiming our
P.:oral efforts that we have lost
sight of the impetus that was
the base of the efforts.
Regrettably, we may become
so content with ex-post.facto
pacification of our moral ac.
tions that we may no longer
question the morality of the
actions themselves. If so, then
we will also welcome nice wars,
nice alternatives, nice ways of
forcing others to fight the nice
wars, all the while falling bl.ck
on God for the justification of
our actions, never realizing that
we in fact are solely responsible
for our actions, not God.
If this be. our direction, then
we will also, I suppose, . wel.
come with open arm1s a ''Brave
New World" or "1984" society,
or, more permanently, oblivion.
Arnold Buntain
Off-Campus

j 1.etters To The Editor I
I.Attters from all persons to
the CRIER editor are welcome
and printed. · as space allo~s.
Letters should not exceed 300
words 8nd must be type writ•
ten, double spaced, Biped, and
received bl the CRIER -lee,
top nooi: _ ~.. ~- SUJ;l.., · ··

1\-,lr.,Miss or
Mrs. X

Somewhere in a small
college in the heart of
Washington, the following
can probably be heard:
· "Professor, I don't quite
understand what the RH
factor has to do with the
human offspring and it
bugs me."
"Well gosh, son, don't
let that worry you. I've
been teaching health for
a long time and I still
haven't figured that out.
It's right here in your
book, if you can under.
-stand it."

"Then it isn't going to be on the test,
sir?"
"Sorry, son, but it is in the text so I
have to use it, but nobody is supposed to
get 100 per cent on these tests anyway."
Can you imagine hearing such an admission
.of ignorance while at the same time realizing
you are sitting in a required class. Imagine
wasting one full class period while the prof essor seats you alphabetically. Imagine being
in a junior high school.
What could be more useless than a health
·essentials class where one quarter of the
grade is determined completely by attend·
ance. Surely some other activity can be found
for coaches who are not coaching.
However, most students have found ways of
not wasting their time by using their health
class as a place to sleep, do homework, or
write letters to a campus newspaper.
What could be more useless than reading
a text book designed by health fanatics and

ame

w·1thhe Id ~.

geared to the high school level? How worth.
less is a text that claims that a student
after completing this course "can calculate
rather accurately . what his proba.ble cause
of death will be"? Howmanyphysicianscould
do that?
This text which stresses ''established, valid,
and reliable information on health" implies
that 50 per cent of all murderers in the
U.S. smoke marijuana habitually.
The LaGuardia report states that there
is no correlation between the smoking of
marijuana and crime. Isn't my health book
scarey?
The class is too short to give anyone
a knowledgable understanding of any single
phase of health. It provides just enough
information to make hypochondriacs out of
,
many formerly sensible students.
Yes, what could be more useless than a
high school health class in a college, a
worthless fanatical text, and a physical edu.
cation professor attempting to teach an al.
leged academic subject?

Why With held
The writer of this articfo requested that
his name be withheld because he is presently enrolled in the health class in question.
He is maintaining a high grade point in
the class. In fact, he maintains that "any.
body with any brains at all could.''
Tm article is printed now for the special
information at students who may have oeca·
slon to talrae health classes next fall.
_Health~ftlals is now a required class.
Next year, however, it will no longer be
required.
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THERE'S MONEY IN YOUR USED TEXTBOOKS
Your used textbooks are as good as money in
the bankl Nobody, but nobody, pays more for.
second-hand books than JERROL'S. We'll give
you 50% IN CASH. for books scheduled next

Largest Selection of Used
Official .T(txtbooks

1n

the Areal

quarter. Highest prices also paid for texts to
be used In future· quarters, and for discontinued texts. Get the cash out of your text books today, at

llllllJerrol's
111111111 ELLENSBURG
•
111

E.

8th AVE.

962-4137
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Miss Marlon D. Harless, assistant professor ot psychology, is the "mother" of these 12 squirrel monkeys cap..
tured in Peru. The four male and eight female monkeys

GOING HOME.
FOR THE SUMMER? ·
FOR MOVING OR
FURNITURE STORAGE
CALLJames L. Thompson

925-2800
Ellensb_u rg Transfer Co.
407 West Fourth Ave.

:_Jffi

~

Elur Elaim
To
Fame
Superb

Styling
As artists in the field of ring
designing, we recognize that
tomorrow's styles are for today's brides.
· ~i ·~ti'

~
~

will be used by Miss Harless to "study the effectiveness
ot food verses 'monkey sounds' in the learning situation."

She will begin the training this summer.

Summer Frees Time
As the mercury in the ther.
mometer climbs steadily up.
ward, Sweecy students don
shorts and sandals as they an.
ticipate a summer of sunshine
and fun, no books, no homework,
and no classes.
Quite another phenomenon is
happening to the psychologypro.
fessor. He too anticipates sum ..
mer but for quite a different
reason. Summer is his time to
free himself of the burdens of
the classroom and to do re.
search in the field of psycho!.
ogy.
PROGRAMS DEVELOP
Dr. Theodor F. Naumann, pro.
fessor of psychology, will begin
work this June 1, on a $290,000
National Institutes of Mental
Health of U.S. Public Health
Services grant.
The three year project is, as
far as known, the first of its
type anywhere in the world. The
research will be conducted at
Yakima Valley School, one of the
five state institutions for re.
tarded children, in Selah.
"The objectives of the grant
are to develop specific learning
programs in all major develop ..
mental areas such as self-help
skills, languages, physical be.
ha vior, and social behavior for
the non-ambulatory, severely re.
ta.rded children," stated Dr.
Naumann.
CITES TECHNIQUES
Learning programs will be
developed through application of
modern psychological and psy.
cho-educational techniques, con.
tinued Naumann.
These include operant condi.
tioning, discrimination training,
programmed learning, and an
appropriate proportion of Mon.
tessori education (learning how
to learn through exploration and
discovery," stated Dr. Nau.
mann.
One ward in the 250 bed hos.

DANNY WARD AND THE SPEAKE~S Will
BE AROUND FOR DANCING (ETC.)
WED. FRI. & SAT.

THEE

pita.I will be the initial project
ward. Thirty.five children show.
ing the most promi;;e for learn.
ing will be selected to partake
in the initial experimento
Besides the regular ward per.
sonnel there will be a project
team of six professionals and
six sub-professionals working
under the direction of Dr o Nau.
manno
SUMMER BEGINS EltRLY
Miss Marion D. Harless began
her summer project last 'Janu.
ary when she became ''mother"
to twelve squirrel monkeys.Cap.
tured in Peru, the monkies came
to Miss Harless via Florida.
Miss Harless, who is inter..
ested in primate communica.
tions, received a CWSC grant
allowing her to purchase part
of the equipment and the monkies
necessary to her psychology in- quiry.
The four male and eight fe.
male m onkies will be used to
"study the relative effective.
ness of food versus 'monkey
sounds' in the learning situation," according to Miss Harless,
Waiting until summe:r to begin
the training, Miss Harless
doesn't handle the monkies because "they bite.''
PARTICIPANTS LIVE IN
Another summer project will
be directed by T. Dean Stinson,
who received a NDEA grant
of $34POOO to direct an institute
for advanced study in counseling and guidance. This institution was designed-to bring coun.
selors into close contact with
particular ethnic and minority
groups and to confront them
with the problems and value
systems which are peculiar to
such groups o
So as the mercury continues
to climbP all minds turn to
anticipating th'e end of spring
quarter.

RIGHT!
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These youngsters have just arrived at, cainp Illahee. They are equipped with bedrolls and
extra clothes, ready to spend the next three days enjoying the many activities prepared for
them by members of Central's School Camping class. The program will include such activities as hiking, handicrafts, and lectures on various aspects of the out-of-doors delivered
by members of the Forest Service and Game Department.

Elementary Chi Id ren
Attend Ca m p 111 a he e

COUNSELOR
MELODY BECKLEY

The camp program was handled entirely by the School Camp.
ing class. They planned the
camp schedules, food menus,
and camp budget. Also before
they left they met several times
with the grade school children
and their parents.
While attending the camp the
children were introduced to vari.
ous campcraft activities. They
also heard speakers from the
U $. Forest Service, the U J>,.
Fish and Wildlife Service, and
the Washington State Game De.
.partment. Les Domingos, a Cen.
tral student' and U .s. Forest
Service smoke jumper, also
spoke during the week.
Next week students from Hebeler Elementary School will at.
tend the camp.
C-ounselors for the first ses.
sion were Ed Dale, Don Sohlfer,
Jerry Fletcher, Lynn Pevy,
Dennis Breznikar'· Linda Wel.
lington, Lou Greenlee, Marty
Emrick» Melody Beckley, and ·
Barbara Katalinich.
Counselors for the second session will be James Bailey, Steve
Ruhl, Don Willia.ms, Doug Dorn,
Gini Barbee, and Corine Olson.

Woodsmen All
A few of the 72 boys and girls attending the Central
sponsored camp are pictured here packing their gear
to their cabins. This group consists of fifth and sixth
grade students from Lincoln Elementary School. Next
week's young campers will come from Hebeler Elementary
School.

During the past four days,
72 fifth and sixth graders from
Lincoln Elementary School at.
tended Camp Illahee under the
direction of CWSC recreation
students . Camp Illahee is ap.
proximately 30 miles northwest
of Ellensburg.

Ros5o'N's
U-Tote-Em

The camp program which is
part of the School Camping class
at Central for recreation majors
and minors, is under the direction of Henry A. Turik, instructor in physical education. It
was begun eight years ago by
Mrs. Helen McCabe, assistant
professor of physical education
and recreation, who is now on
sabbatical leave.

e GOLF
e FOOD

Drive-In
Cascad~

Take time out to
enioy yourself!

Way

FINEST IN FOOD
and

ENTERTAINMENT
--OPEN

WEEK-ENDS-~

MINIATURE

''It's supposed to be an edu.
ca tional opportunity to learn in
the out-of.doors," Marty Em.
rick, recreation minor and camp
counselor, said.

GOLF

Join the Crowd . . . It's Fun
Remember. . .Rossow's U-TOTE-EM

YOUR

SGA
FILM CLUB

Put a·Wildcat
In Your Pocket !
N BW's Student Checking Accounts put a Wildcat in your
pocket. Budget checks with the
Wildcat and your name plus a
handsome Wi Id cat checkbook
cover, take the snarl out of check
cashing! Your cancelled checks are
the purr-feet way to keep track of
school expenses. Put a Wi Id cat in
your pocket at NBW's College Banking
Center, right across from the campus.

ShoYI Your SGA Card and

Save 15% on all
e Filins
e Flash Bulbs
e Photo Finishing

At your service

COLLEGE
BANKING
CENTER

Good Only At

Ci)®

Modern Photo

......

.........,..........____________..
Plaza Branch

925-9227 - 706 E. 8th

~

'
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SAt~E
HERE!!
ALL OUR GUARANTEED USED CA~

'66 Custom fordor Sedan . ·. . . . . . . .
Auto . . Steering. Bro~e•. V-8. J52··

'66 Country Sedan 6 Pms. . . . ~ ....
Rodio, heater, Auto

Ste<-ring, 50,000 Mile Warranty

'66 Ford Gala.xie 500 4-Dr. H.T.
'66. Comet 4 dr. Sedan .... · · · · · ·
~io,

auto., power ,1. . ring,

new cor warranty

'66 Fairlane 500 2-Dr. Convert. · · · ·
.

,.speed, Sharp, S0,000 Mole Warranty,390 Eneg.

Under 5000

\66 Custom SJ>O 2 Dr. Sedan ...... .
Auto.. , rodio, Steering. V -8 enq ,New Cor 'Norrnn..,

\ '66 Mustang 2-dr. H. T.

Inmates Disclose Misdirection
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3-speed, radio. Sharp

~66 Fairlane Fordor Sedan ...... .

'1895
'2695
52495

'2095
'2745
'199.S
'2095

"I'm a dope fiend, hop hea<1
and a junkie,'' an inmate of the
Walla Walla State Penitentiary
said. This was the opening state.
ment of a speech delivered at
an extension of a combined North
and Whitney Hall "Cultural Program" Monday evening in the
Whitney courtyard.
Three inmates, two men and
one woman, from the state pe.
nal institution were involved in
the program which· has been a
dorm function since its inltla·
tion last spring.

5

2295

Auto, radio, \leering New Car Warranty

See our cars .on Display at the Mall on Sweecy
Day.Kelleher

Motor ·co.

·6th & Pearl
Phone 925-1408

"CATHY"
" ••• I ran away ••• ''

JUNE-AUGUST
GRADUATES
First and Advanced
Degree Maiors
MEN&WOMEN
INTERESTED IN WORKING ON THE MAJOR
PROBLEMS OF THE 20th CENTURY?
The Federal Service Entrance Examination is the first step toward a rewarding career with the Federal government. . This entrance level examination covers more than 200 different kinds
of college level positions.
Public service offers participation in new, far-reaching Federal
programs. You have excellent opportunities for training and
advancement. When you are ready to undertake assignments
and responsibilities on your own, the problems are waiting. If
you have what it takes, the advancement opportunities are excellent.
Where are the iobs? Widely dispersed in desirable geographical areas in the nation. There are heavy demands for college
personnel especially in the Midwest and East.

The three individuals went by
their first names. "Ed" opened
the program.
"I've spent 14 of my last 20
years in prison for a habit
which I started when I was 16
· years old."
PUSHER'S DREAM
"Once you're hooked its like
an endless merry-go-round. I
became a pusher's dream and
came to respect them morethan
anyone else. Once you start
on something like marijuana you
need something stronger. You
feel like all the demons of hell
have risen to welcome you/'
he said.
The program not only dealt
with one of the most talked about
subjects at this time - illegal
use of drugs - but with the
lack of education, a major contribution to crim~, and prison
life.
"The object is to provide the
students with a program which
is varied enough to meet the
interests of everyone," Joe Hauser, head resident of Whitney
said.
SERVES SENTENa
The other two inmates who
participated in the program were
"Cathy'' and "Jim", both high
school drop-outs. Cathy was
serving a sentence for illegal
use of drugs, stealing and forgery. Jim has spent a good part
of his life behind barsfor armed
robbery.
The panel has given talks at
junior and senior high schools
throughout the eastern part of
the state and this was their
first opportunity topresenttheir
topic, "Crime and the Lawfrom
the Other Side", to a college
audience.
Their discussion was presented in the same mannertheyhave
used at the schools,
INCARCERATION
"Jimn spoke on prison life.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
'

"I ran away from all respon.
sibility and started moving with
the fastest crowd in town. I
felt cheated in Ufe, it was a
drag, so I took Off and life my
children. I hated authority and
everything that it stood for. I
realize now I took the wrong
step and it's been a long road
of loneliness, heartbreak and
tears," she stated.

Each of the individuals have
only a few months or less be·
fore they go before the parole
board and maybe have a chance
to start life over again. They
may be free from behind bars,
but not free from their pasts.

"JIM"

" ••• I made a mistake •.• "

VICKI JO
LAW
New Singing Sensation to the Ellensburg
Areall Stop by. • •
hear your favorite
Songs.

NICK

HUGHES

Office

U. S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

"Cathy" ran away and got
married at the age of 16, having
four children by the time she
was 20.

NEWIN
ELLENSBURG

See your College Place~ent

today for admiss~on to the examination on
campus Saturday, May 20.

·"I don't believe in prisons. I
know that the answer ls not
incarceration. I made on mistake when I was young and was
sent to the Monroe Reformatory.
When I first went there I was
not really bad, but while there
I learned how to steal and listened to old men paint glamorous
pictures of crime, whichstarted
me on the life that I now have,"
he said.

Returning to Ellensburg by popular demand.
Vocal
and
Guitar Specialist.

APPEARING

FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
AT •••

WEBSTERS
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Debaters Organize New Schedule
Central's forensic program, in
operation now for three years,
is among Central's strongest
org_anizations, according to Don
Boileau, faculty advisor.
''The basic aim of our program is to help students be·
come critical and creative thinkers, so that they can pre sent
thoughtful, logical pre~entations
to audiences," Boileau said.
"Primary emphasis is placed

DON BOILEAU
Forensics advisor

on a critical presentation of
logical arguments and evidence
in an effective oral manner,"
he explained.
Putting these ideas into practice, the debate team has debat·
ed in 12 tournaments this year.
They have traveled to such col·
leges as Stanford, University of
Oregon, San Francisco, Reno,
Highline and have participated in
two nation-wide tournaments in
c alifornia. A final debate is
scheduled at Highline College,
M~y 19-20.
Another purpose of the pro·
gram is to sponsor debates.
This year Central has sponsored
more tournaments than any oth·
er. college in the state, Boileau
pointed out.
The four they have sponsored
are: a tournament for high
schools, one for junior colleges,
the state high school tourna,.
ment, and the West Coast Col·
lege regional tournament. On
May 20, the debate team is sponsoring a Central student, Larry
Reid, at the Rhetorical Crit1°

cism Tournament at Hayward,
California.
Six teams have lasted the entire year. At present the top
team is made up of Joel Miller, a junior, and Steve Lee,
a freshman. But the top team
changes constantly, as the
strongest people are rearanged
to the most suitable combination
for the ~casion, Boileau said.
Larry Reid and Carla West are
two other debaters that occasionally work on the lead team.
"We are thinking about next
year's program," Boileau said.
"For one thing, we want to
join a national honorary for
forensic programs. We have
waited until now when our program was going stronger," he
added. Another plan involves at·
tending a tournament in the Midwest or on the East Coast.
"Responsibility, a desire to
learn, and intelligenc..! are qualities that characterize a good
candidate for debate. We are
interested in students who work
hard," Boileau said.

University Classes in Architectural &Art History:
Rome, Pompeii, Alexandria,
Cairo, Luxor, Baalbek, Ephesus
Istanbul, Athens, Assissi,
Crete, Sicily and others.
From March 20th to May 19, 1968, learn from
shipboard lectures ... then visit the great
historical sites for maximum appreciation.
190 students will study under professors from
American Universities on a newly commissioned,
fully air·conditioned study-cruise ship.

19 8
I

Write for complete details and an application
today. Space limited. Sponsored by Foreig_n

To: Foreign Language League Schools
P.O. Box 1920
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

AME .... . ..... .. .
DDRESS .. . .

CITY . . .. . .......... •.. .. .. . . .....

. . STATE . .

... . . . ZIP . . ..

HOME ADDRESS . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

McCann Speaks Out
You've got thirty minutes prof, .. biology, have precededDea.nMc. /
say anything you like, but this Cann as feature speakers. Dean
is positively your last chance! McCann will be the final lec.
What will our illustrious dean
turer this spring, but the proof faculty, Dr. Charles Mccann, gram will resume fall quarter
have to say? Is Dean Mccann with such noteworthy a man as
really the man he appears to c entral's President James E.
be, or is he another Dr. Jekyll
Brooks heading the roster of
and Mr. Hyde?
possibilities.
Showdown: A thirty minute
''last lecture" will reveal how
our power.entrusted dean of fac.
ulty views life, plus an ad<Utional thirty minute question.
and.answer period. No holds
barred. Site: Anderson Hall
lounge, Monday, May 22, at 6

ourColleg

p.m.
"It's important that both stu.
dents and faculty membersalike
learn with what kind of persons
we are dealing when we speak of
Central's teaching staff. As our
late President Woodrow Wilson
once said, 'The real intellectual
life of a body ofundergraduates,
if there be any, manifests itself,
not in the classroom, but in what
they do and talk of, and set
before themselves, as their fa.
vorite objects between classes
and lectures.' What makes
Dean Mccann tick? What does
he find good iri life? What will
his personal world and inner.
most feelings reveal? I'm cur.
ious," comments dean at men,
Dean Wise.
Stemming from a discussion
between Dean Wise and Rev ..
Don Cramer, a suggestion was
made to RHS and the "Last
Lecture" program began. Dr.
Eldon Jacobsen, professor of
psychology, and Dr. Donald
Baepler, associate professor of

Sell Your Used
When You Must Keep Alert

B,ooks~w

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-haoit-forming.

}(t1~1J

Vmri

. .~i.;::f ,'

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

FLOWERS
For All Occasions
FOR THAT SPECIAL

925-5558
FREE DELIVERY

Ellensburg Floral Shop
Downtown Location-Next to the Post Office

OurO er

We Will Buy .
Text & Paperbacks
At The Hi tiest Prices
' r •

~
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'Cats Continue Record Assauh
The second of the NAIA track
and field listings came out re·
cently, and as hoped the Wild·
cats of Central remained high in
many of the categories.

Two of the Wildcat efforts
were listed as all-time marks
for West Coast NAIA schools
- Jim Boora's 1:50.9 time in
the 880 ranks him fifth in the
nation and all-time best on the
co~st. The other all-time best
was Jim Hay's 47.4 second 440.
Close behind Boora in seventh
place nationally is Bart Barto
with a 1:51.2.
Dennis Esser is still ranked
sixth with several other sprint·
ers with his 100 time of 9.6.
Esser has also run a 220 in
national time this past week.
In the mile run, Connie Eng.
lund remained in tenth place
with his 4:13 time. In other
distance races, Mark Henry is
ranked eighth in the 2-mile with
a 9:16.4 and second in the 3.
mile with a 14.22. Close behind

Henry with a 14:43 is Sam Ring·,
also of Central.

WEIGHT STANDARDS SET .
Bob Santo and Wayne Worby
moved up in the rankings with
their performances this past
week. Both .moved up to fifth
places on the national lists, Santo
having a school record 54 foot
% inch shot put. Worby threw
the javelin 226 feet 10 inches.
Fred Andrew is also on the list
in seventh place with his toss
of 223 feet 111/2 inches.
The other field event man
included in the rankings was Dick
Clintworth, who pushed the
school pole vault standard up to
14 feet 101/2 inches.
In the relay events, the Wild·
cat 440 quartet is ranked 13th
with this week's 41.6 clocking.
With the Conference and District One meets the only competition prior to the national
meet, fortunes could be lookillit
up for the Wildcat cindermen.

Introductory Offer
Free Pressing
With Every Load Of Dry Cleaning

Attendant To Assist You

Worby "Spears" Record

Week Days 10 A.M.-4 P.M • .
Evenings 7 P.M.-9 P.M.

College Place
Self Service Laundry
8th & Walnut
Next to Artie Circle

Javelin thrower Wayne Worby cranks up and lets fly with a tremendous effort during last
weekend's dual meet against Portland State. Worby, a reliable performer for the Wildcats
throughout the season, set a meet and field record with a toss of 226 feet, 9 inches. Worby
and teammate Fred Andrew will be expected to come through with similar performances
when Central hosts the EvCo track and field championships.
(Photo by Tom Seaward)

Spikers Defend Track Title
Today and tomorrow the Central Washington track and field
men will try, and probably succeed, in holding on to its Evergreen Conference championship.
Today, preliminaries in all
events except the one, three and
six mile races will take place
on Tomlinson field, A final in
the six-mile contest is also slated to take place.
Earlier this week, Coach Art
Hutton said that he expected
Eastern to provide the toughest competition for the Wildcats.
"They (Eastern) could score
100 paints without much diffi·
eulty,'.' Hutton prophesied.
In preparation for the big conference duel, the Central cinder
men shattered 20 meet, field
and school records while whip.
ping Portland State's troops 86·
59 last weekend.

ESSER LEADS CHARGE
Dennis Esser led the record

Art students, there's an easier
way to keep your budget in balance
By organizing your budget with an NB of C Special Checking
account, you can have money wher. you need it-without
worry. Know what you spend and where. No minimum balance.
No service charge. Pay only a dime a check. Check today at
your nearby office.

NATIONAL BANK OF

coMMERceNBC
Member federal Deposit lnsuflllte Corporation

JACK REITSCH, Manager, Ellensburg Branch, 5th and Pearl

~
~

charge with a meet, field and
school record effort in the 220
as he sprinted home with a 21.3
time. Esser also ran on the 440
relay quartet which set meet
and field records in 41.6 sec·
onds. Another sprinter involved
in the record shattering spree
was John Beard who tied the
meet record in the 100 with
a 9,7 clocking.
Jim Hay kept his 440 time·
down to national prominence with
a ·47 .6 time - good for meet
and field records. And Bart
Barto finally held off Jim
Boora's finishing charge as he
set meet and field records with
a 1: 51.8 time in the 880. In
another distance upset, Sam Ring
bested Mark Henry with a meet
record 9: 32.4 2-mile.

FIELD RECORDS FALL
Dick Cltntworth led the field
event record efforts with his

Independent Auto ·
·

Repair .

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

TEXACO SERVICE
Kawasaki Motorcycles
603 N. MAIN-2?5-5539

school, meet and field record
leap of 14 feet 101/2 inches in
the Pole vault. Shot Putter Bob
Santo was not far behind with
his school record put of 54
feet % inches. Santo's effort
repr~sents an improvement of
more than 1112 feet over the old
standard. As luck would have
it, Santo's Herculian effort was
good for .third place behind the
finest sqiall college weight team
on the Pacific Coast.
Wayne
Worby,
improving
steadily in the javelin, won his
specialty with a meet and field
record toss of 226 feet 9 inches.
Nor far behind him was Fred
Andrew at 220 feet 3 inches.
Both Central javelin throwers
are in strong contention for
national honors.
RELAY TIMES SHAnERED
Also turning in record times
were the two relay teams. The
440 quartet of Joe Evans, Beard,
Hay and Esser cracked the meet
and field standards with their
41.6 clocking. The mile team Of
'Paul Wallace, Bart Barto, Jim
Brunaugh, and Hay also set meet
and field records with their time
of 3:17 .o.
Coach Hutton said of this meet,
"I have never in my career as
a coach seen a team rise to
the occasion as this team did
today.'' He promptly nominated
and elected the entire team
"Wildcat of the Week" and began
preparing them for the crucial
conference encounter this weekend.
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Baseballers Drop EvCo Finale
Central Washington's base.
ballers wound up EvergreenConf erence play last Tuesday with a
2.1 defeat at the hands of Eastern's Savages.
The slender victory gave the
Cheney nine the EvCo title.
Central went into the contest
with a 7-4 mark. An upset
would have given Dean Nicholson's diamondmen a share of the
top spot, but such wasn't the
case. The loss dropped the
Wildcats to third place in the
final standings with a 7-5 rec.
ord. Whitworth finished second
with an 8-4 ledger.
Eastern, behind the strong
right arm of Rich Anderson, rallied for two runs in the .fourth
inning and held on for the tri· ·
umph. In notching his seventh
win without a loss, Anderson
lowered his earned run average
to a microscopic O.32, second
best in the conference.

the first inning. Bruce Olm·
stead got aboard via a base on
balls, and came around to the
payoff station on an error and
a fielder's choice.
Eastern's winning tallies were
somewhat of the tainted variety.
Pat Claherty opened the inning
with a walk, and wa.s bunted to
second by Dick Hokansan. Hokanson was safe on a throwing
error. A bunt by Bill Diedrick
loaded the bases, but the fireworks were still to come.

After John Jamieson foiled a
squeeze by pi.eking Claherty off
third, Glen Hagy lined a ha.rd
shot to left field. Left fielder
Olmstead charged the ball, only
to have it take a bad hop over
his head. When things finally
settled down, Hagy was on third
with a triple and the Savages
had two runs. As it turned out,
that was the ballgame.
Central winds up their horse.
hide season with a May 24 en.
counter at Seattle Pacific Col.
lege.

CENTRAL SCORES FIRST
A partisan Wildcat crowd saw
the 'Cats draw first blood in

''Peace''
Eastern Washington catcher Pat Claherty seems to be
making peace gestures as Bruce Olmstead (in glasses)
crosses home with a Wildcat score. Olmstead's tally
turned out to be the only run the 'Cats got as they dropped a 2·1 decision last Tuesday. The win gave Eastern
the Conference crown with a 9.3 mark.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

SGA Bowls Over
Crier Pin Squad
SGA, sometimes referred to
as the people's choice, got re.
venge over the Campus Crier's
bowling team recently o
SGA wailed on the hapless
Crier contingent by a mere 352
pins. The only time the contest
was close was before SGA show.
ed up at the alleys.
High game, however, went to
the Crier's noted assistant
sports editor Kugie Louis. The
southpaw star rolled a 208, which
just about equaled the series of
his three playing partners.
The deciding set of this ten.
sion • packed series will take
place June 2 at Bill's Bowl
at 3: 15 p.m. This final match
will determine once and for
all which team has the better
bowlers. To the winners will
also go the spoils of war.

. ~<~t\tfo~)'.~\,:y,··

Bar B-Q-Beef
Ham-Turkey
on
Specially made

trench loaf

Webster's
Bar B-Q
Across From Ad. Building

The Roffler
Sculptur-Kut
Technique
Appointments

925-5141

Maybe it's only a
Rent Party. But,
that's no excuse
for dressing
like the host.
The host is wearing
old sneakers,
chinos and his only
shirt with a hole
in it. He has to look
poor in order to
justify that kind of
party. But the
reason you go is to
meet new people.
So wear
Cricketeer's
lightweight
textured hopsack
weave suit. The
important look is
texture, and it's
in a Dacron* and
worsted blend,
which means, it's
going to stay fresh
looking and wrinklefree all evening.
The tailoring is
strictly traditional
... the burnished
mixture tones,
strictly new. And,
when the host
sees you, he'll
probably use the
contributions
from the party to
buy one of his own.
Then, when the
landlord comes
for the rent,
at least he'll look
like a model tenant.

CRICKETEER®
Alumni Tropical
Hopsacking Suit.

$70.00

If you are a student and athlete "The Columbian" may be the hairstyle for you. Or do you
prefer to follow the "European Trend?" Watch
, Licari's Window.

Licari's Barber Shop
In The Elton Hotel

* DuPont Reg
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League's Best Golfers Tee Off Here
Fresh off a tie with St. Mar.
tin's in Ellensburg la.st Munday,
Central's top five golfers lock
horns with the best in the Con.
ference today and tomorrow, on
the Ellensburg Elks Golf and
Countey Club course, in an at.
tempt at cashing in on a real
long shot upset, a team cham.
pionship.
Five representatives from
Eastern, Western, and Whit.
worth, the other EvC o schools,
join Stan Sore:nson's improving
squad for 36 holes of medalpla.y
to determine both a team cham.
pion and an individual king.
Total scores of all five players
from a school added togeilie1·
make up a team score. The first
18 holes began at 9:30 a.m.
today, with the final rounds com.
ing tomorrow at the same start.
ing time" .
VIKS FAVORED
The Vikings from Western,
with Don Sampson and Steve
Lapsley provided a strong 1-2
punch, are the defending champs
and favored to repeat this year

for the sixth consecutive year.
Three others were selected this
week including Gary Buurman,
Wayne Foote, Woody Heron, and
Steve -Kline. An all-letterman
team Irom Eastern could force
Western into some spectacular
golf to prevent an upset by the
Savages from Cheney. Bill Luf.
kin and Bill Kobberstein carry
Eastern's hopes, either oneaJ.So
capable of carding low score for
the tourney. These two are sup.
ported by Steve Ferrell, Bill
Ye~ne, Greg Young.
Whitworth, suffering through a
disastrous season, seems des.
tined to finish on the bottom this
weekend, sending two lettermen,
Dave Hughes and Dick Parshall,
along with Bill Adevonich, Mike
McKillop, and Tom Miller.
Central wil counter with one
of the ste<idiest linksmen in the
from Yakima, who carries the
'Cats' hopes for medalist hon.
ors. Backing him up, Sorenson
will pick from Jim Hilbert, El.
lensburg senior; Jim Boyle, sen.
ior letterman from Tacoma;

E-T MAGS

NATIONS FAVORITE WHEELS
ALL E-T's FEATURE THE NEW

UNI-LUG

EXCLUSIVE

REG. $169'°

Pete Guzzo, Tacoma freshman;
Paul
Campbell,
Toppenish
sophomore; Howard Smith, junior letterman from Tacoma; or
Glen Paget, junior letterman
from Seattle.
'CATS ''A LONG SHOT"
Remarking oncentral'schances, Coach Sorenson considers
his charges "a long shot." But
he adds, "The squad has shown
rapid improvement this past
week and might come up with
some surprises." In addition,
he has praised Fiorino for having played "good, consistent golf
all year, so he must be consid·
ered one of the top golfers in
the tournament."
Although losing the team cham·
pionship la.st year, Central
claimed the top competitor in
Pete Pitzer, also the District
champion. As last year, Nation.
al entrants will be determined
by the district m..:tch, slated
this year for May 26-27 in Walla.
Walla.. For individuals as well
as_ a te1m representative will
be sent to St. Ambrose College
in Davenport, Iowa, June 6-9,
for the NAIA Tourney. .
WAIT 'TIL NEXT YEAR
Prospects for next year appear
bright with one starter and three
other seniors expected to be
lost by graduation this year.
Aside from Boyle, la.st.year men
include: Leigh Johnson of Se.
a ttle, Kugie Louis from Omak,
and Mike Thornhill of Tacoma.

Wildcats' Best
Dave Fiorino eyes the pin and prepares to tee off during
a practice session this week at the Ellensburg Elks'
golf course. Fiorino will head a four man squad Qf Wild·
cat linksmen during the Evergreen Conference Tournament to be held in Ellensburg today and tomorrow, Dave
was medalist at the state junior college tournament last
season when he was a sophomore at Yakima Valley
College.
(Photo by Tom Seaward)

EvCo Tennis
Begins Today

\ SPECIAL

.)

$12995
EXCHANGE

NEW
WG-TAUTO
GLASS TINT
·ALL COLORS
$295

14-o.z.

SPRAY CAN

Triangle Auto
962-9876

S. Main

Attention
Graduating Seniors
"Lew Florence Motors" can put you in a
New Volkswagen

For.. Nothing Down

and up to Six Months Before First Payment Due. For All partic"'91ars, Come in
and see your Volkswagen Representative At
Lew Florence Motors

1802 So. First St.
Yakima, Wash.

Eyes EvCo Honors
Sophomore Mark Morrill, undefeated in Evergreen Conference play all season, will be vying for the singles
championship when Central's netmen host the EvCo tennis
championships today and tomorrow. Morrill and Dave
McGill will also try to bring home doubles honors.
(Photo by Tom Seaward)

Pizza Mia
Phone

925-1111
Evening Delivery Sun. Through Thurs.

"It's a wide open race,., re.
lates Central Tennis coach Ev.
erett Irish, referring to the
Evergreen Conference Tennis
Championships being held today
and tomorrow, here in Ellensburg on the Nicholson Pavilion
courts.
SemJfinal action in singles began at 9 a.m. this morning for
the team title vacated by the
University of Puget Sound, no
longer a member of the EvCo
league. Following the singles
semis, doubles competition is
scheduled to begin at 1 · p .m.
Finals for both singles and doubles are slated for 9 a.m. and 1
p.m., respectively, tom~rrow.
With none of the individual
champs blck to defend their
titles, two semifinalists of last
year are expected to hlttle for
the top honors in number 1
singles. These are Central's
sensational sophomore, Mark
Morrill, and Western's John
Leighton. Also semifinalist at
second and third singles a year
ago were Dave McGill and How..
ard Jensen, respectively. These
'Cat mainstays are hoping for
strong support from Dave Winn
and either Greg Nuber, Bruce
Johnson, or Marvin Youst.
SCORING UNIQUE
The unique system bywhich the
team scores are kept make a
team t:i tle difficult t6 achieve,
to say the least. The first four
places with points in order for
number one singles are 9.7.1.1;
second singles points: 8-6-1.1;
third singles: 7.5.1.1; fourth singles: 6-4-1-1; fifth singles: 5.3.
1-1; first doubles: 9.7.1.1; sec.
ond doubles: 8-6-1-1.
Ccatral's ac::-, Morrill, a two.
time all American diver for the
'Cat swim team, has to be the
top threat in both singlos and
doublns, as he has yet to taste
defeat from any EvCo opponent
in either singles or doubles.
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Barto Snares MIA Mat Laurels
the
bench
jockey

_by greg bolvi
sports editor

~Monitor and the Merrimac, the defeat of the Spanish
Armada, the sinking of the Bismark. Yes, these are some
of the most famous water ha.tiles in history.
Central Washington has its own famous water battle, and
this one just might put Vietnam on page two.
It all began Monday evening when the men of Sparks de·
cided some· of their dorm members needed a showerfully clothed, on their front ya.rd. Barto, always noted for
its cleanliness, thought Sparks wasn't clean enough, so they
proceeded to deluge its helpless inhabitants.
Sparks retaliated by dumping liquid scum from the ever.
popular Ganges on the Barto guys, and the war was out
of hand.
Several la.dies from Hitchcock trooped through the mil·
itarized zone, suffering heavy
casualties.
The next stop was hand to
hand combat on the banks of
the Ganges where bodies from
Anderson,
Jennie Moore,
Hitchcock, Barto, and Sparks
were subjected to the perils
of Crud Creek.
Wastebaskets weren't the
on)y weapons used. Jerrol's
reported that 13 gross of water ·.
balloons were sold Tuesday.
For all you a little slow with
the new math, that's 1,872
potential water projectiles.
Tuesday evening the battle
front switched from upper to '
lower campus. A hearty group
of roughly 20 souls from upper
campus marched down to
Muzzall to exchange pleasantries with everyone's favorite
men's hi-rise dorm. Outnum.
bered 4 to 1, the upper campusites absorbed quite a bit of
liquid sunshine until the reWETBACK
serves arrived.
"Shower with a Friend"
When the reinforcements charged upon the scene, the
dam literally broke. Traffic was forced to a halt by the
combatants' face to face duels in the middle of the street.
Cars with windows down also were introduced to what fun
water can be. The campus cop now has the only three.
wheeled submarine in existence.
Who won the war? Neither side showed a definite advan.
tage after the first two nights of fighting, so the war is
bound to continue. The two major factions haven't discussed
peace negotiations either. Look for the war to change
fronts, with guerrilla. tactics employed by both sides.
Until the time when the Ganges runs dry and the old
Indian wind dance works, get in the swim of things. Or,
better yet, conserve water- shower with a friend.

Barto · Hall recently repeated
as team champion in the largest
MIA wrestling tournament in
Central Washington State Col·
lege history. , The final scores
revealed a close win for the
Animals with 23 points. Whit·
ney Hall and Off.Campus tied
for second with 19 paints each.
An unusually large crowd viewed the Friday night final
matches. This was the first time
for the new tournament format.
Four days of matches, three
rounds of preliminaries and the
Friday final, were run entirely
by students of Mr. Gregson's
intramural programs class.
Several of Friday's matches
supplied as many thrills as those
provided by members of the var-

MIA Days
For Track
Announced
Team and individual entry lists
for the MIA track and field meet
• are due by Friday, May 26.,
The meet will take place Wednesday and Friday, May 29 and 31.,
Entrants will be limited to two
track, one field, and one relay
event; one track, two field, and
one relay event; or one trackP
one field, and two relay events ..
Participants will also be ex.
pected to wear standard gym
clothes and tennis shoes only ..

sity team who refereed the
tourney.
Chris Held brought nearly all
of Elwood Manor with him. Spurred on by his congregation, Held
won the 137 pound class championship. Dave Libbey of Barto
and Mike Doll of Whitney gave
one of the best wrestling exhibitions of the night - Libbey
was the eventual winner of the
177 p0und division.

REFEREE'S DECISION
The match which was probably
the most exciting was the 191
class boµt. Joe Black from Wht-

ney and Randy Hauser of Barto
battled to a tie even after an
overtime period. In the end,
Black was declared the winner
on a referee's decision.
The individual winners: 115Willis Swimme, North Hall; 123
- Dean Partian; 130 - Dennis
Wait, Muzzall; 137 - Chris
Held; Elwood; 145 - Gary Carl·
sen, ROTC; 152 - Dick Mason,
Barto; 160 - Dan Donaldson,
Barto; 167 - Gary Zweifel;
177 - Dave Livvey, Stevens;
191 - Joe Black, Whitney; HWT
- Greg Rawlings, Off -Campus.

·lli\ •.)filllll
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OUTSTANDING ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
Both Redgrave Sisters-Best Actress Nominees

c:.:~B:c:
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JAMES MASON· ALAN BATES· LYNN REDGRAV[

Excel lent Adult Co-Hit At 8:55 Only
Vanessa Red rave in

"MORGAN"

STARTS SUNDAY MAY 21 THRU 25
Sun. Shows From 4:00 On Week Nights From 7:30
Excel lent Double Feature-Great Entertainment
~=

.:

~

DEAN
MARTIN

The relays will be limited to
one team per llvin.e; group. The
two relay events are the two.
man 440 yard relay and the four.
man 880 yard relay.
Other events on the program
are the 100, 220, 440, 880 and
mile runs; 80 ya.rd high and 120
yard low hurdles; ' 12 pound shot
put, discus, javelin, high jump,
and long jump.
Preliminaries in both the track
and field events will take place
on Wednesday at 6:00. The finals
begin at 6: 30 on Friday. Scor.
ing will be done on an 8-5-32.1. basis.

BOLD MOVE
For low cost Insurance cov.
ering-1Iondas, liability.accident, Fire • Life • Auto and
hard to place insurance.
We specialize in Honda rn..
surance which includes 24
hour medical coverage on or
off the Honda at a real eco.
nomical rate.
Stop in and seeDonJonesat

Don
Jones
Insurance
310N. Pine

925-3121

A brash and likely move for sports coat enthu·
siasts involves our newest plaid jackets, chec·
quered boldly. It is playing the game, now and
again, to be forthright. Move to it!

•5 Discount to Graduating Seniors on all suitssport iacket and slack combinations.

·Suits from . . . . . . . .
Sports iackets from

if(uirkrr_bnrkrrSrn'n ~qnp
In The Piaza
. . . . . . . . - ............... - ............ ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £

...... - ..........

1":.-..., . ...

Tues. & Wed : May 23 & 24-Bargain NIGHT
$1 .50 A CARLOAD-ADULT COMEDY & SHOCKER

FiNtoolliimjB
MEMOIRS or A \/;

WOMAN OF PLEASURE '~!!f

A Feature Film starring

r~~~: R~:!~"!sa~~anny"

mentary Shoeker Plays Second

WE DARE YOU TO SEE •••
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Hours Plan Faces Deadline
drawn up by the committee which
may include the changing of
hours for girls with 40 credit
hours or three quarters of resi·
dence in the dormatory.
Since the middle of fall quar·
ter a committee of representatives from each dorm have met
on Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the
Student Union Building. The
average group of fifteen students
is mostly composed of girls.
Hopkins heads the weekly meet.
ing.
The committee has worked
getting a report together and
compiling statistics for many
weeks. A balloting was con·
ducted of all women's dormatories for all classes on the.
subject of women's dormatory
hours. The questions polled were
class standing, how often the
student arrived at the dorm at
closing hours, if they had a junior key, how often they used the
Dorm lawbreakers now may key, and how they felt about
all be tried under the same ju. changing the dorm hours and
dicial procedures as a result
to how late and for what level
of a study sponsored by the
of class standing the hours
Residence Hall Senate (RHS). should be changed, and if they
The study was undertaken by thought hours should be changed
a RHS Judicial Seminar con. for special occasions like Homesisting of representatives of coming.
each campus living residence.
There was a 72 per cent reThe seminar was chaired by
turn
on the ballots with the
Bill Miller, senate chairman,
and advised by Marybelle Rock. majority af girls Polled :voting
ey, dean of women, .Dr. Don for hours of some sort for
Wise, dean of men, a11d Dr. Paul .
LeRoy, honor council advisor.
Inconsistency of judicial proceedings in house councils from
dorm to dorm prompted the
study, according to Miller. Ma.
jor goal of the investigation has
been to draft a universal set of
WEEKEND ACTIVITIES .
judicial procedures.
Noel Coward's play, "A Fumed
Systems at 80 other colleges
Oak," will be presented in the.
and universities were examined,
a tre in the round in Hebel er
Miller said. Furthermore, in.
Auditorium at 8 p.m. on May
vestigators weighed differences
19-20. The student directorwill.
and advantages of council struc.
be Christie Seefried.
ture and punishment systems
"Grub Au Go Go" will be
presently used here.
the theme of the Friday night ·
The seminar report is ex.
dance sponsored by Wilson Hall.
plicit in providing trial rights
The dance will be in the SUB
to suspected offenders. Notice
Ballroom from 9-12 p .m. Ad.
of trial, rights to consultation,
mission will be $. 75 stag and
witnesses, postponement and ap.
$1.25 drag.
peal are also provided for.
Either defendant or judicial
SPEAKERS
board may- request that cases
"Fascism - A Problem in
be sent directly to Honor Coun. DefinitionH will be the topic of
women.
the speech to be presented in
cil or the dean of men or Hertz on May 19 at 8 p.m.
women.
The history department andSGA

A new proposal initiated this
year to change women's dormatory ·hours at Central Washing.
ton State College is hoped to
be before the De an by the Sweecy weekend deadline. This will
make it Possible for the admin·
istration to look over the proposal, consider the issue and·
issue an answer by the end of
the quarter. "Jl it is allowed
to rest over the summer the
issue might lose ground,'' stated Sue Hopkins, chairman of the
Women's Hours Committee.
The administration has been
pleased so far in the proposal

freshman girls. The girls of
junior and seni~r class stand·
ings were more conservative
in their votes on the hours.
Few girls were for the com·
plete abolishment of dormatory
hours.
The committee was formed
when Tim Wing was question·
ed on women's hours by two
girls at a Curbstone meeting
last fall. The issue and unrest
involved was then looked into and
the issue is moving smoothly
now to its conclusion.

Study Results
In Trial Code

For Dorm Use

'A Fun·1ed Oak'
Rick Wells, the male lead in "A Fumed C>ak,'' portrays
a man· seeking refuge from three generations of women
dominating his home life. The play, produced by Act
One, will be performed tonight and Saturday in Hebeler
Auditorium .. It begins at 8 p.m.

Local Artists Submit Displays
Students and faculty artists are
invited by the Ellensburg Study
Club to submit their works to
the Robber's Roost Arts and.
Crafts Show this summer.
The show, to displayartworks
of Kittitas Valley talent, will be
held at the Ramsay Building on
Pearl Streetfor ten weeks, start.
ing June 21. The Study Club
will charge a commission of 20
per cent for professional and 15
per cent for student art sold at

the show.
A professional screening com.
mittee will view all work submitted. To apply for the show,
artists shouldconta.ctMrs.Rich.
ard Neve or Mrs .. Dorothy Da.
vies, co-chairmen.
The show will contain such
things as paintings, sculpture,
drawings, prints, ceramics, mo.
saics, etchings, metal work, jew.
elry, photos, weaving, and ere.
ative stitching ..

?IZZA

CAT-A-LOG

'A Fumed Oak'

A&W
Drive In
9th & Euclid

Porkchop on a Bun
WITH

F~IES

................

'100

Poor Boy Sandwich · ...... .49 4 .

Delivery Service
5:30 p.m.-Midnight 7 days a week
Anywhere within city limits

StraY1 Hats For

SYleecy Weekend
I

FROM$2

50

925-9861

will sponsor this speech by John
Bridgeman from the University
of Washington.
Resident Hall Senate and SGA
will sponsor Dean McCanrt in
Anderson Hall, May 22, at 6:30
p.m.
BANDS PLAY
The Concert Band and the
Chamber Band will combine to
perform in a "Joint Band Concertn at . 8: 15 p.m. in Nichol.
son Pavilion on May 23.
Jazz will be played in the
SUB Cage at 8 p.m. on May 24 ..
On May 21, a Junior Recital
will be presented in Hertz. The
recital, which starts at 3 p.m ..
will feature Adela · Blankenship
and Tom Wright singing with
.Patricia Thompson with Mary
Hartling accompanying.
Stadium High School Band from
Tacoma will present a concert
on May 22 at 3 p.m. in Hertz.
SCHOLARSHIP IDEAS
On May 25 the Financial Aids
will present a scholarship as.
sembly in the Lair from a.
9:30 p.m.
SGA ELECTIONS
SGA general election will be
held in the Maze from 8-5 p.m.
on Ma.y 24.
.
Tuesday Curbstone is from 1.
3 p.m. in the SUB.
BLOODLETIING
Faculty, staff, and students
are invited to a blood drawing
at Barto Hall on May 22 from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

THE.

Wool Felt Hats
Green, Brown, and Blue

Phone

SUE HOPKINS
••• proPosal formulated .•

s39a

· MiUs Saddie N.Tog
Complete Western Outfitters·
4th a Main .. 962.;.2312

·FABRIC SHOP.
Everything

for

your sewing

needs.

41.2 N. Pine

962-2204

